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I. I :>iTRO[)UCTlO:>i 
Let A -> B be a flat homomorphism of commutative rings, and consider 
Hochschild homology modules 
In [IOJ the author posed the problem of relating the vanishing of 
H H *( B I A) with the smoothness of B over A. Some papers have been writ-
ten on this problem recently (see [2 5,7,911 J). The main result among 
them is the one by Avramov and Vigue Poirrier, proving in [2J that if A 
is a field and B is of finite type over A, then the condition H H, (B I A ) = 
0= H HI (B I A) for some even integer i and some odd integer j implies 
smoothness. 
We obtain, as a consequence of the main theorem of this note, a 
generalization of this result to the case of commutative rings A, B such that 
B&;., B is Noetherian. 
The main improvement is to deal with the homology of augmented 
algebras istead of Hochschild homology. It allows us to give a proof much 
more direct than the one by Avramov and Vigue-Poirrier. In some sense, 
it seems like the presence of the ring B (8) A B acted as an obstacle to intui-
tion. The reader will certainly appreciate the advantages of this point of 
view in order to study the homology of commutative rings. 
Recall that an algebra r/J: A -> B is augmented if there exists a f1ng 
homomorphism 1/1 : B -+ A satisfying I/IIP = I. Our main result is 
THEOREM I. Let A he a ring and B a Noetherian allgmented A-algehra 
I\'ith augmentation ideal I. If'Tor;/(A, A)=O=Tor:/(A, A)jil/' some positil'l' 
evell integer i and some posit ire odd integer j, then I is lom/lr generated hI' 
a regular seqllence. 
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The theorem of A vramov and Vigue- Poirrier is a particular case of this 
one. First, an algebra A -+ B induces an algebra B -+ B ® A B, h -+ h ® I, 
which is augmented by B ® A B -+ B, h ® h' -+ hh'. Second, if A -+ B is flat 
and B ® A B Noetherian, the functor isomorphism in the Andre-Quillen 
homology [I], HI(A, B, -) = H 2(B®A B, B, -), shows that B is smooth 
over A if and only if the augmentation ideal of B ® A B is locally generated 
by a regular seq uence. 
2. RESULTS 
In order to prove Theorem I, after localizing in prime ideals of B con-
taining I we can assume A and B are local rings and the homomorphisms 
A -+ B -+ A are local. Let n be the maximal ideal of Band m = n/l be the 
one of A. 
The proof is based on a construction in DG (differential graded) 
homological algebra. Let X be a DG B-algebra resolution of A with Xu = B 
constructed by the process of adjoining variables of degree i, i ~ I, in order 
to kill the cycles of degree i-I (see [12, 6 J). A DG algebra X constructed 
in this way has a canonical filtration {FqX}q;.o, where FqX is the DG 
B-subalgebra of X generated by the adjoined variables of degree ,;( q and 
all the natural divided powers of these variables. Choose (X, d) so that if 
Sql' ... , S'l"" are the adjoined variables in degree q, then {dS'lI , ... , dS'l"J 
represents a minimal set of generators of H" I (Fq I X). In the terminology 
of [6J, (X, d) is an acyclic closure of B -+ A. Since B is an augmented 
A-algebra, it is known by a result obtained independently by Avramov and 
Rahbar-Rochandel [8, Theorem 2.5J that X is a minimal resolution, i.e., 
dX~ nX. 
Let n be the minimal number of generators of l. Assume I is not 
generated by a regular sequence. We will prove that Tor~ + 2j(A, A) #- 0 for 
j>O and Tor~(A, A)#-O for i,;(n by repeating an argument from [2] 
and [3]. 
Let {t I, ... , t,,} be a minimal set of generators of the ideal l. Then 
FIX= B< T I , ... , T,,; dTi= t,) 
is the Koszul complex over B generated by fl' ... , I". Since II' ... , f" is not 
a regular sequence, HI(FIX)#-O. Therefore there exists in X at least one 
variable S of degree 2. Consider the elements 
where SUI denotes the j th divided power of S. Since 
dS lil = SIi- II dS, 
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it follows that Z, is a cycle in X@B A. Moreover, Zi is a part of a 
homogeneous basis of the free A-module X@B A and so Zi is not in 
m(X@BA). However, dXc;; nX implies that d(X@aA)c;;m(X@aA). Thus 
Z, is not a boundary and then Tor~ f lj(A, A) # O. 
Moreover, for i ~ 11, T I , ..• , T; is a cycle in X@ a A which is not a boundary. 
So Tor~(A, A) # 0 for i ~ 11. 
COROLLARY 2. Let A -+ B he a./lat homomorphism such that B@A B is 
Noetherian. Il HH;(B I A) =0= HHj(B I A)fc)r some eren positive inteRer i 
and sO/lle positit'e odd integer j, then B is smooth m'er A. 
COROLLARY 3. Let A -+ B he a.flat homomorphism slIch that B0 A B is 
Noetherian. The fo/loll'inK are equimlent: 
(i) B is a smooth A -aIRehra. 
(ii) The canonical homomorphism ,'alA :Q"B\I-+HH*(BI A) is an 
isolllorphisfll. 
(iii) The B-alRehra H H *( B I A) is generated hy its elements oldeRree l. 
(iv) There i!xists an inteRer n sllch that HH;(B I A)=Ojor i>n. 
The reader should note that this corollary is essentially Corollary 3 from 
[4]. However, as 1. Majadas has pointed out to me, the proof given in [4 J 
has a mistake (with the notation used in the proof of [4, Theoreme 2J, we 
cannot deduce the flatness of A over k' from the flatness of A over k, and 
so we cannot apply Proposition 1 ). 
EXAMPI.E 4. Let A be a Noetherian ring and 1"v1 a nonprojective 
A-module generated by one element. Let B = S4 M be the symmetric 
algebra of M. The augmentation ideal is not locally generated by a regular 
sequence since M is not projective. However, we have Tor~( A, A) = O. 
In order to see this, consider first the exact seq uence [1, Theoreme 15.8 J 
Since M is generated by one element, Tor~(A, A) = Hl(B, A, A). 
Moreover, the Jacobi Zariski exact sequence [1, Theoreme 5.1] gives an 
isomorphism H 2(B, A, A) = HI(A, B, A). 
Let M = F/Q be a free presentation of the A-module M. Then 
B = Sf F/QS4 F and so we have an exact sequence [I, Corollaire 5.2 and 
Proposition 6.1 ] 
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The homomorphism IjJ identifies to the inclusion Q>-+ F and so 
HI (A, B, A)=O. 
This example shows that the conclusion of Theorem 1 cannot be 
deduced from the hypothesis Torf(A, A) = 0 for a single i. The author does 
not know analogous examples for the Hochschild homology. In the 
particular case of complete intersections they do not exist [11]. 
Remark 5. If the Andre~Quilien functor H 3( B, A, - ) = 0, then we can 
prove similarly that the vanishing of Ext~(A, A) for some even integer i 
implies that the augmentation ideal is locally generated by a regular 
sequence. In particular, in the case of the Hochschild cohomology we 
obtain the following generalization of a result in [5]: let A ~ B be a com-
plete intersection homomorphism of Noetherian rings (i.e., flat and with 
complete intersection fibers). If B ® A B is Noetherian and H Hi( B I A) = 0 
for some even integer i then B is smooth over A. 
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